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Abstract
Complex built-up mechanical structures such as vehicles generally exhibit a variety of
joint types, such as spot welds, bolted joints, seals, gaskets, glued connections etc. Two
important issues concerning the dynamic modelling of joints involve the computational
burden of including a detailed model of the joint into the system model and the pos-
sibility of including variability and uncertainty, typical for joints, in a full-scale model
of the complete structure. In the general framework of developing engineering tools
for virtual prototyping and product refinement, these two issues drive the need for the
development of simplified equivalent joint models, to be readily included in full-scale
NVH models at a reasonable computational cost.
This paper concerns the structure borne vibration transmission of a highly non-linear
type of joint: a car door weather-strip seal. A non-linear finite element model is used to
identify an equivalent linearised seal model that is included subsequently in a full-scale
car door model. The effect of the weather-strip seal pre-stress on the dynamic behav-
iour of the car door is investigated. Finally it is shown that the fuzzy finite element
method can serve as a tool to analyse the effect of building variations on the dynamical
behaviour of the car door.

INTRODUCTION

When including joints in a Finite Element (FE) model, the typical levels of
model refinement and subsequent computational burden required for sensitiv-
ity analysis are very high, e.g. to investigate the joints effects on the overall



structure dynamic behaviour. Generally the models of these complex built-up
mechanical structures exhibit a degree of uncertainty and variability. Manufac-
turing variations and geometrical tolerances, material properties of components
and connections, typically differ from one manufactured structure to the other.
In addition, the properties of a single structure might vary in time due to the
environmental effects, changing in operating conditions, etc. As a result, mea-
surements taken on a set of nominally identical structures at different times may
result in some scatter on the measured responses.

Joints are usually an important source of uncertainty and variability. Fur-
thermore they usually introduce non-linearities in the model. In practice how-
ever joint models are often substituted with linearised equivalent models. This
paper presents a methodology to analyse the effect of typical joint uncertainties
on the resulting linearised global structural behaviour. A strategy based on the
fuzzy finite element method is introduced to include, at component level, the
uncertainties typical of the specific joint and to evaluate their effect, at global
level, on the linearised dynamical behaviour of the full-scale structure.

This paper considers the modelling of a car door weather-strip seal. A
non-linear quasi-static analysis is performed to investigate the effects on the seal
stiffness of the car door - car body closure gap distance. Defining a nominal clo-
sure gap distance (NGD), an equivalent linear stiffness can be extracted ( Stenti
et al. [2004]). Subsequently, the equivalent model is included into the global lin-
ear system. The equivalent spring, which accounts for the equivalent stiffness, is
distributed along the perimeter of the car door and a frequency response analy-
sis is performed to evaluate the baseline frequency response function of the car
door. Building tolerances require that the weather-strip seal model is analysed
for compressions differing up to 3 mm from the nominal design compression
( Wagner et al. [1997]). The last part of the paper presents a strategy based on
the fuzzy finite element method which incorporates these building variabilities
in a full-scale car door finite element model. The car door - car body closure gap
distance is considered as the only fuzzy parameter of the model and the fuzzy
finite element method is applied to evaluate the effects of the NGD +/- 3 mm
build variations on the dynamic behaviour of the car door.

CAR DOOR WEATHER-STRIP SEALS

Role of a weather-strip seal in the NVH behaviour of a car

Automotive weather-strip seals are typically dual extrusion bulbs of sponge and
dense rubber that are attached to either the car door or the car body in order
to seal the passenger compartment. Typically the seal strip runs all around the
perimeter of the car door. When closing the car door onto the car body, the door
remains in contact with the body through the hinges at the front side, the lock
mechanism at the car door rear side and through the seal strip all around the car
door perimeter. The seal strip induces some residual stiffness and viscoelastic
contribution to the car door support conditions and play a role on the way exte-
rior noise and vibration can be transmitted to the interior of the car. Initial use of



seal in automotive applications was aimed at accommodating for building vari-
ations. Lately, the isolation issue became important, and the design driver was
to better isolate the passenger compartment from dust, water and air leakage.
Nowadays, the general trend in seal design mainly focusses on the isolation of
the passenger compartment from noise and vibration.

Figure 1: Sketch of a car door. The
weather-strip seal (in blue) runs along
the door perimeter. Each side of the
car door is characterised by a different
contact configuration.

Figure 2: Sketch of a weather-strip
seal. The nominal gap distance (NGD)
is the difference between the initial gap
distance and the compression displace-
ment.

Non-Linear FE model of a car door weather-strip seal

FE modelling of rubber components: Modelling a car door weather-strip seal
is a highly non-linear problem. The non-linearities include geometrical non-
linearities due to large displacements and large strains, material non-linearities
due to a non-linear stress-strain behaviour of the rubber together with hysteretic
phenomena and viscoelastic behaviour, contact and self-contact problems in-
volved with the compression of the car door weather-strip seal, etc.
Large deformation analysis of non-linear materials, such as elastomers, requires
convenient measures of stress and strain, and specific constitutive material for-
mulations, namely hyperelastic material models. The simulation of contact be-
haviour requires the motion tracking of bodies before, during and after con-
tact, including the friction and heat transfer simulation between contact surfaces.
Specific finite element formulations are needed to handle this class of problems.
The MSC/MARC finite element code can handle most of these specifications
and has been used to perform the reported non-linear analysis.

The FE model of the car door weather-strip seal: For the specific door used
in the analysis five different configurations are identified. Each configuration is
related to a specific side of the door (see figures 1, 3). These differences arise
from the combination of two different seal shapes with the different geometry
of the car door - car body contact area. The top profiles (in pink) represent the
car body, to which the seal is connected with suitable rigid links, and the bottom
profiles (in yellow) represent the door geometry in the contact area.



The non-linear analysis, reported in the next session, is performed on a section
of the profile assuming a two dimensional plain strain condition. Therefore all
the configurations have a wall thickness of 1 mm. The seal profiles are made
of sponge EPDM which is modelled with an Ogden Foam material constitutive
law ( MSC/MARC [2003]). The material coefficients are derived from literature
( Wagner et al. [1997]). No viscoelasticity is considered. The seal profiles are
meshed with isoparametric four-node plain strain elements. The car door - seal
contact area is modelled with a deformable to deformable contact condition.
Both for the car door - seal contact and the seal - seal self contact, the slipping
friction coefficient is 1 ( Wagner et al. [1997]) and the friction mechanism is
defined via a stick-slip model ( MSC/MARC [2003]).

Figure 3: The open configurations, respectively 1 to 5. The top profiles (in pink) rep-
resent the car body. The bottom profiles (in yellow) represent the door geometry in the
contact area.

Non-linear quasi-static analysis of the weather-strip seal: stiffness extrac-
tion

When closing a car door on the car body, kinetic energy in the motion of the door
is absorbed in the lock mechanism at the door rear side, and in the compression
of the seal strip that runs around the perimeter of the door. The compression
load deflection shape (CLD) of the seal gives insight in the order of magnitude
of the force needed to compress the seal as a function of the closure gap.
A non-linear displacement controlled quasi-static analysis is performed to eval-
uate the effects of a variation of the closure gap distance on the seal stiffness.
The bottom profiles representing the car door geometry in the contact region are
displaced to compress the seal. This result in the closed configuration as shown
in figure 4.

Figure 4: The closed configurations, respectively 1 to 5. The top profiles (in pink)
represent the car body. The bottom profiles (in yellow) represent the door geometry in
the contact area.

Figure 5 shows the CLD curves for each configuration. The CLD curve shows



how the car door - car body closure gap distance influences the stiffness of each
configuration. Due to the highly non-linear nature of the problem, the tangent
stiffness rather than the global stiffness is representative for the stiffness of the
seal at a certain level of compression. For each configuration, a nominal clo-
sure gap distance (NGD) is identified which is the design closure gap distance
between the car door and the car body in the closed configuration (see figure
2). The equivalent stiffness will have the value of the tangent stiffness at the
NGD. The tangent stiffness is extracted by numerically evaluating the slope of
the CLD curve at the NGD. Figure 6 shows the value of the tangent stiffness for
each configuration as a function of the closure gap distance. The curves are cen-
tered such that the zero on the x-axis represents the NGD of each configuration.

Figure 5: CLD for the different config-
urations.

Figure 6: Tangent stiffness for the dif-
ferent configurations. The zero value is
the NGD for each configuration.

LINEARISED DYNAMIC ANALYSIS ON THE CAR DOOR WITH
THE EQUIVALENT STIFFNESSES

The seal strip on the car door is assumed to be equivalent to a distribution of
springs in parallel running along the door perimeter. The value of the tangent
stiffness, derived for each configuration in the previous section, is considered
as the stiffness of an equivalent linear spring distributed along the length of the
corresponding side on the car door. One-dimensional linear spring elements
are used for the purpose (see figure 7). The springs are grounded at the end
representing the car body and connected at the car door at the other end. The
configurations analysed in the previous section have a wall thickness of 1 mm.
Therefore the stiffness value characteristic of each configuration is multiplied by
the length of the corresponding door side and divided by the number of spring
elements present along the same side. Five different stiffness values are iden-
tified. It is assumed that the NGD value and therefore the stiffness value on
each side of the car door remains constant along the same side. To evaluate the
dynamic behaviour of the car door in the connected baseline configuration, the
FRF between two points on the outer surface of the car door is calculated. The
location of the input/output points is shown in figure 8. The car door in the con-



nected baseline configuration is hinged at the front side and locked at the rear
side. A linear spring is used to model the lock mechanism, with a measured
stiffness of 6.5 MPa.
It is clear that the presented strategy remains valid if other input/output points
are chosen related to a more specific design interest (e.g noise reduction, vibra-
tion response, etc.).

Figure 7: The spring distribution (in
yellow) on the car door FE model.

Figure 8: The red spots on the car
door FE model represent the chosen in-
put/output points.

APPLICATION OF THE FUZZY TECHNIQUE TO THE
LINEARISED CAR DOOR PROBLEM

Design analysis of the nominal gap

This part of the paper now focusses on the effect of the tolerance on the gap
between the door and car body on the global dynamic behaviour of the door.
Since in practice, these tolerances can be as high as 3 mm ( Wagner et al. [1997]),
it is very important for a designer to know their effect on the behaviour of the
final product in order to define a robust design. For this analysis of the gap, the
fuzzy finite element technique is applied.

The fuzzy finite element method for FRF analysis

In the fuzzy finite element technique, the uncertain model properties are mod-
elled by fuzzy sets which are numerically represented using the concept of
membership functions. These define the degree of possibility that a specific nu-
merical value belongs to the set of values corresponding to an uncertain model
property. Figure 9 illustrates a typical fuzzy set with a triangular membership
function. The goal of a fuzzy FE analysis is to obtain a fuzzy description of
a specific numerical result of the FE analysis, starting from fuzzy descriptions
of all non-deterministic input properties. Recently, a fuzzy FE methodology
has been developed to calculate a fuzzy frequency response function (FRF) of
uncertain structures ( Moens and Vandepitte [2004b]).

It has been shown that the fuzzy FE analysis is basically a large-scale sen-
sitivity analysis, which can be used to study the combined effect of the interval
bounds of design variables on critical design properties ( Moens and Vandepitte



[2004a]). This means that, by placing membership functions on the design prop-
erties subject to tolerances, the effect of their range on the design behaviour can
be analysed. If in the fuzzy result of the analysis, an allowable range is identified
at a certain membership level, the corresponding input intervals at this level rep-
resent acceptable tolerances on the analyzed design properties. This technique
is now applied in the context of a dynamic response analysis of the car door.

Application of the FFEM to the car door problem

In this specific application, a fuzzy set is defined for the difference between the
actual gap and the nominal gap in the reference model. The corresponding fuzzy
set is given in figure 9. This parameter acts as a single property that simultane-

Figure 9: Fuzzy parameter placed on the gap width.

ously affects the seal compression in all five considered configurations. Hence,
the deviation from the NGD is implemented as a single global model parameter
that uniquely determines the stiffness of each configuration. Considering a max-
imal building variation of +/- 3 mm, the tangent stiffness can be evaluated for
each configuration from the relative configuration curves in figure 6. As such,
we obtain a procedure for analysing the effect of the gap on the global dynamic
behaviour of the door which incorporates the non-linear stiffness variations due
to the change in the closure gap. Figure 10 shows the resulting fuzzy FRF be-
tween the specified input/output points. By interpreting the membership levels
and relating them to the input fuzzy set of figure 9, the effect of the tolerance
chosen on the closure gap on the range of the possible dynamic response can be
clearly identified. This fuzzy analysis reveals that, for the specified input/output
points, the effect of the gap change on the maximum response is relatively low.
From this, a designer can conclude that the tolerance of +/- 3 mm in this case is
allowable with respect to the dynamic behaviour of the car door. An additional
analysis can be performed to further explore the design freedom on this specific
design aspect, e.g. by changing the location of the input/output points to investi-
gate the effect of the gap change on the dynamic behaviour of the door window
panel. However, around the second and third resonance peak, the influence of
the gap is substantially larger. This means that if specific attention is paid to
this region (for instance in the context of radiated noise), the effect of the gap
tolerance, on the dynamical behaviour of the car door, cannot be neglected in
the design validation.



Figure 10: Fuzzy FRF on the car door resulting from fuzzy gap analysis.

CONCLUSION

A non-linear finite element model was introduced to identify an equivalent lin-
earized weather-strip seal model, which was subsequently included in a full-
scale car door model. The high non-linear behaviour of this type of joint was
shown. In order to achieve a robust design, a strategy based on the fuzzy finite
element method was presented. This strategy, which incorporates the non-linear
weather-strip seal stiffness variations due to the change in the car door - car body
closure gap distance, aimed at analysing the effect of closure gap variations on
the global dynamic behaviour of the car door. The fuzzy finite element method
analysis can be seen as a large-scale sensitivity analysis, which can be used to
study the combined effect of the interval bounds of design variables on critical
design properties.
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